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By SARAH RAMIREZ

French fashion house Louis Vuitton is enlisting an award-winning brand ambassador to star in a fragrance film
campaign about life's perpetual movement.

Actress Emma Stone is at the center of the film for the brand's new perfume Attrape-Rves, or "Dream Catcher." The
vignette follows her path on different journeys, inspiring others to see where life can take them.

"This Louis Vuitton ad doesn't feel salesy, it feels like you are being invited into an ethereal space and your journey
is your own," said Lauren Bates, marketing manager and lead storyteller at Blue Moon Digital, Denver, CO. "It isn't
so much of a 'don't you want to be me' vibe as it is  a 'come as you are' vibe."

Ms. Bates is not affiliated with Louis Vuitton, but agreed to comment as an industry expert. Louis Vuitton was
reached for comment.

Dream chaser
Academy Award-winning director Sam Mendes helmed the ethereal film, which opens to Ms. Stone walking along
on the beach at golden hour.

Set to the soundtrack of Beyonc's track, "XO," Ms. Stone is then transported to an idyllic field, following which she
confidently walks through a bank and then returns to her relaxed stroll by the water.

Emma Stone chases dreams in the fragrance campaign for Louis Vuitton's Attrape-Rves

The multiple narratives are seamlessly woven together by the shot composition. For instance, as Ms. Stone walks
away from the camera, the scene cuts away to a different setting and wardrobe.

"You are moving through the moments with her, going on her journey, and experiencing it as she does," Ms. Bates
said. "And while this camera angle is nothing new, and not the only angle used in the ad, there is an undeniably
dreamy aspect about it."
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Attrape-Rves is the ninth fragrance for Louis Vuitton. Image credit: Louis Vuitton

Throughout the vignette, Ms. Stone is seen as an explorer, business woman, performer and a mother all different
paths that her character embraces. Her wardrobe includes breezy halter dresses, rich leather jackets and she is even
seen driving a vintage Mercedes-Benz convertible with monogrammed Louis Vuitton luggage in the back.

The fragrance, ninth for the Louis Vuitton Les Parfums collection for women, has notes of bergamot, rose, peony
and lychee. Matching the rest of the collection, the bottle is a simple curved jar and the pink coloring is captured in
the vignette's soft lighting.

Dueling campaigns
Louis Vuitton has been working with the American actress since fall 2017, in Ms. Stone's first foray as the face of a
high-fashion label.

According to the brand, this appointment builds on the existing friendship between Ms. Stone and Louis Vuitton's
creative director Nicolas Ghesquire (see story).

Ms. Stone's debut advertising effort for Louis Vuitton was the desert-themed pre-fall 2018 collection campaign.

The actress was the focal point of the label's Spirit of Travel campaign. The photo series highlights the Capucines
bag from Louis Vuitton in particular, with multiple photos of Ms. Stone carrying the bag through the arid desert (see
story).

Ms. Stone's contemporary, actress Jennifer Lawrence, recently starred in her first fragrance campaign for fellow
French fashion house Christian Dior.

Joy by Dior, the label's first fragrance launch in almost two decades, is  meant to appeal to younger women who have
yet to embrace luxury scents. Ms. Lawrence, who is known for her down-to-Earth personality, stars in the Joy
campaign (see story).

In addition to their Oscar-winning careers, both actresses are known for being relatable and authentic, which is
especially appealing to younger audiences.

"Louis Vuitton is really trying to connect with their audience on a deeper level and they are leveraging their classic
ascetic to do it," Ms. Bates said. "[Emma Stone] exudes class and strength without it feeling pretentious."
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